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With new research highlighting the connection between children’s struggles in the early grades and our nation’s high dropout rates, efforts to elevate the teaching of young children should be a high priority. In their formative years, from birth up through third grade, children need caregivers and teachers who can engage them with new concepts and content, attend to skills that need further development, and spark their desire to learn. Yet often these activities take place out of sight, witnessed only by principals or early childhood directors taking stock of a teacher’s skills, sometimes based on no more than a few jots about what they see from the doorway.

Objective measurements of teaching and classroom quality are rarely part of larger discussions of public education or teacher effectiveness. Observation is often sidelined in K-12 debates, and education programs before kindergarten have only recently started to measure what makes for positive interactions between children and teachers.

Imagine how education might change if policies were based on actually watching teachers at work, rewarding good practice and fostering improvements. Studies consistently remind us of what children could achieve if they attended high-quality early learning programs and received high-quality instruction in their early grades of school. But the reality is that too many children are experiencing interactions with caregivers and teachers that are inconsistent from year to year and sometimes quite poor. For children in subsidized child care centers, where staff training is often inadequate, rich learning experiences are a distant second to safety and snack time. Nor are state-funded pre-K programs hitting the mark. A study of programs in 11 states revealed that the average pre-K classroom was not offering children an experience that could be labeled as “good” and only 8 percent of classrooms met criteria that could be described as “good to excellent.”

Once children enter elementary school, levels of instruction are not much better. A national evaluation of more than 1,000 elementary school classrooms showed that only 7 percent of children experience consistently good interactions with their teachers, including instructional and emotional support, throughout their elementary school years. One recent study of second- and third-grade classrooms in Baltimore highlighted the declining levels of interaction and engagement as testing dates draw near. By middle childhood, many students have become steeped in these stultifying experiences: In one large national study of 5th grade classrooms, for example, researchers found “positive individual interactions” in only one percent of the time-periods they observed, with students “spending most of their time sitting around, watching the teacher deal with behavior problems, and engaging in boring and rote instructional activities such as completing worksheets and spelling tests.”

For children from economically disadvantaged and minority families, such mediocrity deepens already entrenched achievement gaps, some of which have been detected as early as 9 months of age. With the exception of Head Start, which is designed for the poorest of the poor and is funded to serve only half of those who are eligible, disadvantaged children are typically placed in settings that lack language-rich interactions and learning activities designed to activate a young child’s mind. Worse, by the time these children arrive in kindergarten, they are likely to attend schools with inexperienced teachers. By fourth grade, according to the National Assessment of Educational Progress, only 17 percent of children from low-income families are reading “proficiently,” or at grade level. Scores are similar for black and Hispanic students.

Despite these staggering statistics, current policies are disturbingly silent on how to identify good teaching, pro-
mote it, and reward it. Public policy has typically emphasized teachers’ education levels and credentials rather than objective measures of how well they teach. Teachers’ salaries are tied to years of service as opposed to objective measures of their talents, and public school teachers do not typically receive mentoring related to specific situations in their classrooms. In infant-and-toddler settings, as well as some pre-K settings, caregivers are rarely given time to develop their skills, let alone talk with supervisors or mentors about strategies for improving interactions in their classrooms.

Current policies are disturbingly silent on how to identify good teaching, promote it, and reward it.

To change this dynamic, a growing number of policymakers are searching for new approaches. In the world of programs for children up to age 5, many states have developed Quality Rating and Improvement Systems (QRIS) that identify, rate, and enhance the quality of programs based on a wide array of criteria, such as adult-child ratios and how well teachers respond to children’s needs. In the K-12 world, states are trying to identify good teaching at the level of the individual teacher. They are building new and controversial evaluation systems based on “multiple measures” of teachers’ abilities, including credentials, portfolios of their work, and, increasingly, growth in students’ test scores.

Observation tools should play a significant role in the development of these evaluation and professional development systems. These tools can allow for measurements that are far less subjective than many of the checklists and rubrics currently used by supervisors as they pop in and out of classrooms, as long as they include two attributes: They need to be reliable, meaning they can be trusted to provide consistent measures of quality no matter who is doing the observing. And they should be validated, meaning that studies show their measures to be associated with positive impacts on children’s learning, helping them to gain skills in language, literacy, math, social interactions, and other domains.

Valid and reliable observation tools can allow for measurements that are far less subjective than many of the checklists and rubrics currently used by supervisors as they pop in and out of classrooms.

But to lift the quality of education for all our nation’s students and to narrow the persistent achievement gaps, teacher observation has to move to a more prominent place in education policy. Objective observation measures can stimulate teachers’ reflections and discoveries about where and how to make changes. With the help of coaches and colleagues, teachers can customize strategies for improvement. And when used in formal evaluations, objective observation data can lend credibility to assessments of a teacher’s ability to spur children to achieve. Getting at the heart of learning—the interactions between students and their teachers—requires watching teachers work.
To make these improvements, the Early Education Initiative at the New America Foundation recommends the following:

**The federal government should:**

1. Fund large-scale research and implementation projects on teacher observation tools.

2. Encourage the use of valid and reliable teacher observation tools in the development of evaluation and improvement systems.

3. Highlight and reward the use of the tools to promote alignment of professional standards between early childhood settings and public schools.

4. Highlight and reward the use of the tools to integrate formal evaluation with ongoing, effective professional development.

5. Favor strong examples of the use of the tools in grants and appropriations to teacher preparation programs and professional development providers across the PreK-12 spectrum.

**States should:**

6. Ensure that new designs for teacher-evaluation systems include the use of valid and reliable observational tools.

7. Continue to develop and refine Quality Rating and Improvement Systems (QRIS) using valid and reliable observation tools that focus on adult-child interactions.

8. Establish guidelines for using observation tools in accordance with research-based examples of best practice.

9. Dedicate funds for the development and sustainability of comprehensive assessment and improvement systems that use valid and reliable observation tools.

10. Participate in training on the use of observation tools to gain a greater understanding of the types of interactions and teaching strategies that foster learning.

11. Give teachers and caregivers opportunities to be observed and assessed using valid and reliable tools.

**Teacher-preparation programs should:**

12. Customize coursework and clinical experiences for prospective teachers to familiarize them with observation tools, classroom strategies that enhance teacher-child interactions, and the importance of reflecting on one’s own teaching.

13. Require prospective teachers to be observed and assessed using valid and reliable tools and provide research-based strategies for improvement.

**Developers of professional development initiatives should:**

14. Use valid and reliable observation tools to customize interventions for teachers.

**Researchers should:**

15. Study the validity and reliability of existing observation tools in multiple settings and with children of varying backgrounds, including English language learners.

16. Continue to develop observation tools based on the latest findings in science.

17. Expand research on the tools to include teacher aides, assistant teachers, directors, principals, and other administrators in the public schools, as well as professionals in multiple types of child care settings.
Identifying Effective Teaching: Observation Tools in Early Education

It’s a spring morning in Angelique’s (not her real name) classroom in Alexandria, VA, where three- and four-year-old children are gathering at her feet in a circle on the rug, coaxed by an assistant teacher. At a table near the center of the room sits a professional observer with an open laptop. The children notice this person at first but soon seem to forget she is there. The observer scans the room, types for a moment, scans again, and then focuses on what Angelique is saying to the children around her. Over the next hour-and-a-half, this observer will watch and write notes as the children break up into small groups and move to various areas of the room—the plant and animal area near the windowsill, the water table near the front door, the reading corner, the “dress-up” area where children can pull out costumes of their choice. The observer will watch the teacher deftly defuse a conflict between two children who want to wear the same princess dress. She will take note of the way the teacher elaborates on children’s comments while filling pitchers at the water table. By the end of the observation, dozens of data points from that observation will provide a snapshot of the classroom environment, including the instructional skills and level of attunement of the teacher.

Throughout the country, in Head Start classrooms like Angelique’s, federal monitors are conducting triennial views using observational tools. Indeed, this type of measurement is an increasingly common phenomenon in pre-kindergarten classes funded with public dollars. Over the past few decades, more than 50 observation tools have been designed for pre-kindergarten settings, and are being put to use in the early grades of elementary school as well. The tools are essentially rubrics that observers use to assign numeric values to tightly defined teacher behaviors or elements of classroom organization.

The Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS), for example, uses a scale from 1 to 7 and is designed to measure interactions within three domains (emotional climate, classroom organization, and instructional support) along multiple dimensions, including quality of feedback and concept development, among others. A score of 1 under the “quality of feedback” dimension reflects a teacher’s inability to provide anything more than perfunctory responses to children’s questions about something they are doing in class. A score of 7 means that a teacher is often helping children to reach new levels of understanding by engaging in frequent back-and-forth exchanges that genuinely address a child’s questions and curiosity.

Other tools for early childhood settings (including kindergarten, but not often beyond) focus on how rooms are arranged for play and privacy; how many books are available at a child’s level, how staff members greet children and parents; the amount of time allotted to individual and group work; and informal use of language. Known generically as environmental rating scales (ERS), they are widely used as measures of healthy, safe, and productive environments for young children. Some of them focus on support for children’s growth, development, and general well-being, including attention paid to physical activity and good nutrition.

Studies around the country show that teachers get low scores on their ability to promote higher-order thinking skills, offer quality feedback, and provide models for using language well.

The types of observation tools available today range across settings and age groups, offering a veritable alphabet soup of acronyms. (See Table 1 on p. 6) In addition to the CLASS, for example, there are several others, including but not limited to the Early Childhood Rating Scale (ECERS); the accreditation tool used by the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC); the Quality Indicators (QI) tool; and the Program Quality Assessment (PQA) for infant/toddler and pre-kindergarten settings. The Family Child Care Environmental Rating Scale (FCCERS) is for family child care and other home-based settings. The Program Assessment Rating Scale (PARS) is for birth-to-three settings, as is the Child/Home Early Language and Literacy Observation (CHELLO), which can also be used in home settings. The Infant/Toddler Environmental Scale (ITERS) is targeted to the birth-to-age-three end of the spectrum. The CLASS, Snapshot and the Early Language and Literacy Classroom Observation (ELLCO) instruments can be used in pre-K and K-3 classrooms.

Some tools are specifically geared toward gathering data on how teachers interact with students in various circum-
stances, and recent research shows how important that specificity can be. Studies using the CLASS have already pinpointed at least one element of teaching that needs major improvement in most classrooms for three- and four-year-olds around the country: instructional support. Studies conducted in thousands of classrooms show that teachers score in the moderate-to-high range in organizing classroom time and providing emotional support to children, but get low scores on their ability to promote higher-order thinking skills, offer quality feedback, and provide models for using language well—all of which are necessary to support language development and ensure that children are building a foundation for school success.

### How well these tools identify good teaching with English language learners is a question in need of further exploration.

The availability of tools that can reliably capture information on effectiveness of child-teacher interactions represents a huge advance for early childhood programs, and education in general. But studies of their validity—their association with good outcomes for young children—are still emerging. While a number of studies offer promising evidence, some researchers have pointed out how difficult it can be to draw a straight line from a teacher’s scores during observations to children’s proficiency in math, reading and social emotional development.

Observation tools alone are not the end-all-be-all. They can promote good teaching only when used appropriately by trained observers, integrated well into ongoing professional development, and incorporated into existing education structures by policymakers who understand both their promise and limitations. Some tools may not work well in family- and home-based care settings. Good teaching may look different when practiced with smaller groups of children who vary widely by age—in home-based settings, for example. And some tools may not provide enough information on best practice in specific content areas, such as math, literacy or science, where different approaches to teaching may be required. Strong teaching of, say, first- or second-grade math may require a deep understanding of numeracy, yet current rubrics may not be precise enough to capture that depth of knowledge.

Moreover, over 20 percent of children in the U.S. today speak a language other than English at home and their numbers are growing. In some parts of the country, Latino children are already the majority of the school-aged population. How well these tools identify good teaching with English language learners is a question in need of further exploration. Ensuring the quality of their educational experiences will be critical for the workforce of the future.

Lastly, policymakers and educators need to recognize that building observation-based systems of professional development and evaluation—as is the case with any assessment system or teacher-training program in education—will require a significant outlay of funds. The expense of simply performing the observations can depend on multiple variables, from the number of observers that require training to the extent of travel required for visits to geographically disparate programs and classrooms to the cost of writing and filing reports that make sense of the data. In QRIS systems, observations can cost several hundred dollars to a few thousand dollars per classroom. The cost of professional development varies widely as well, depending on how often coaches are in contact with teachers, what level of guidance they provide related to the observation measures, and whether they offer help through video chats and online connections instead of in person.
**Table 1: A Sampling of Tools**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Publisher/Source</th>
<th>Classroom</th>
<th>Home</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of Practices in Early Elementary Classrooms (APEEC)</td>
<td>TC Press</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Care Assessment Tool for Relatives (CCAT-R)</td>
<td>Bank Street College</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child/Home Early Language and Literacy Observation (CHELLO)</td>
<td>Brookes</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS)</td>
<td>Brookes</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Childhood Environment Rating Scale—Revised (ECERS-R)</td>
<td>TC Press</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Language and Literacy Classroom Observation Toolkit (ELLCO)</td>
<td>Brookes</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Child Care Environment Rating Scale—Revised (FCCERS-R)</td>
<td>TC Press</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework for Teaching</td>
<td>ASCD</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPACT Observations</td>
<td>District of Columbia Public Schools</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant/Toddler Environment Rating Scale—Revised (ITERS-R)</td>
<td>TC Press</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAEYC Accreditation Observation (NAEYC)</td>
<td>National Association for the Education of Young Children</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Assessment Rating Scale (PARS)</td>
<td>West Ed</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Quality Assessment (PQA)</td>
<td>HighScope Educational Research Foundation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Indicators (QI)</td>
<td>AppleTree Institute for Education Innovation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapshot</td>
<td>FirstSchool</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Tools by Age Range**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APEEC (5-8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCAT-R (0-5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHELLO (0-5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS (3-4, 5-8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECERS-R (2.5-4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLCO (3-8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCERS-R (0-12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework for Teaching (5-18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPACT (3-18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITERS-R (0-2.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAEYC (0-5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARS (0-3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQA (3-4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QI (3-4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapshot (3-8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source for charts:** New America Foundation reporting; Quality Measurement in Early Childhood Settings (Brookes, 2011); and Quality in Early Childhood Care and Education Settings: Compendium of Measures, Second Edition (OPRE, 2010).
Promoting Effective Teaching: Professional Development

Early evidence hints that with good coaching and other individualized forms of professional development, observation tools have the potential to be powerful levers for improving programs and teachers’ practice. Teachers who are observed using these tools are more likely to receive assessments in sync with the most current knowledge about effective professional development for early childhood educators. The scores and other results from these assessments serve as a barometer of teachers’ strengths and weaknesses. This information can stimulate conversations among practitioners about how to improve and guide their work and the work of professional development specialists. Ultimately, this data can help determine the effectiveness of professional development models in changing the way teachers teach—information that is highly useful to policymakers trying to prioritize investment of limited funds.

For Educators of Children from Birth to Age Three

Janet Burke, a rater for the Virginia’s Quality Rating and Improvement System, once observed a teacher working with 2-and-a-half-year-olds who were standing at a sink in their child care center. She noticed a boy pushing a plastic toy down into the water and watching it pop back up. His teacher offered more toys and encouraged the boy and his peers to experiment. “If this one sinks,” she asked the toddlers, “what do you think would happen if we put the two together?” Burke was impressed. “You could just see this little boy’s brain moving,” she said. For Burke and early educators who work with infants and toddlers, scenes like this are evidence of the importance of good teaching even at very young ages.

Yet to date, only a few observation tools have been specifically designed for the earliest end of the education spectrum. Of those that exist, very few sufficiently capture the interactions of caregivers and children, and few are used to train caregivers on how to improve those interactions. The CLASS instruments are an exception, with an infant tool under development and the recent release of a toddler tool. The professional development program called My Teaching Partner (MTP) is designed to work with the CLASS across different age groups. In MTP, teachers are assigned to coaches who observe them, via video or in person, and coach them—online, in person, or on the phone—on strategies to sharpen the quality of their teaching skills. In California, a statewide early childhood initiative plans to officially roll out the Toddler CLASS with MTP in the 2012-2013 academic year. In the meantime, the state is working to reach thousands of teachers by introducing them this fall to the tool and an online video library that offers in-the-classroom views of good teaching.

Another tool for infant-and-toddler settings is the Program Assessment Rating Scale (PARS), scheduled for release in the spring of 2012. One of the PARS subscales—“quality of caregivers’ interaction with infants”—is solely rated by observation. Independent assessors spend three or four hours in a classroom observing how care is provided during the daily routines, including greeting and drop-off, feeding and mealtime, diaper changing and toileting, and play. The PARS is designed to accompany the Program for Infant/Toddler Care, a professional development model designed in the late 1980s to bring multimedia training materials to center- and home-based childcare providers. Program participants are assessed with the PARS before and after going through the program. A study using PARS in California revealed significant improvements in overall quality, with the most consistent positive change in the quality of teachers’ and caregivers’ interactions with infants and toddlers.

In South Carolina, professional development specialists use the PARS during their visits to infant-toddler programs. Results from the PARS are passed to the program directors so they can continue the conversations when the specialists depart. The teachers in these programs also observe each other using the PARS as their tool.

Observation tools have the potential to change the mindset of people who work with infants and toddlers. Amy Dombro, co-author of Powerful Interactions: How to Connect with Children to Extend Their Learning and an expert on early childhood education, argues that many practitioners don’t see themselves as decision makers. And yet to be a good teacher, “you need to be able to put aspects of your practice into words, to be able to think about it,” she said, before you can make decisions about how to adjust your interactions with a child. The intersection of observational assessment and professional development can bridge this gap, providing a rich opportunity for teachers of infants and toddlers to gain a clearer conception of how their interactions can make a difference. It is here, in the earliest years of learning, where children’s development is most dynamic and elastic, where the cognitive, social-emotional, and physical are inextricably linked, and where interactions with adults can yield rich results.
In Louisiana: Observing Teachers’ Sensitivity to Children’s Mental Health

When child care professionals do not understand how young children learn and develop, troubling stories emerge. At a ZERO TO THREE conference last year an early childhood expert recounted tales of very young children—some only 18-months old—being “kicked out of child care” reportedly because their actions didn’t conform to a teacher’s perception of good behavior. These kinds of episodes, also reported in state-funded pre-K programs, can seriously disturb a child’s ability to learn, as shown by myriad studies on the connections between young children’s cognitive and social-emotional development.

In Louisiana, to ensure that teachers in child care centers are equipped to handle challenging situations with young children, the state developed an initiative to support mental health that uses data from observation tools. The initiative is now part of the state’s Quality Rating and Improvement System. Programs in the state’s system are rated using a social-emotional subscale created by Geoffrey Nagle, director of Tulane’s Institute of Infant and Early Childhood Mental Health, and Angela Keyes, assistant professor of psychiatry and neurology. Designed in consultation with the creators of the Environmental Rating Scales, this subscale includes domains finely focused on the interactions between caregivers and children and their connection to the environment, such as a caregiver’s level of affection and tone of voice and the extent to which a caregiver seems to be emotionally connected to a child.

Scores on this new subscale can help to guide the services of Infant Mental Health specialists. These specialists conduct 12 full-day visits every other week, over a six-month period. They use the CLASS tool to record what is happening in the classrooms. The specialists also have individual meetings with teachers and families to make them aware of strategies that support positive behaviors and other approaches that have been shown to be successful with young children. “The system is about the social-emotional aspect of children’s development,” Nagle said.

An evaluation of Louisiana’s initiative, to be released in the journal Early Education and Development, found that caregivers’ scores on the CLASS showed improvement in positive climate, behavior management, productivity, teacher sensitivity, regard for student perspective, and instructional learning. The most significant changes occurred in the dimensions of positive climate, regard for student perspective, productivity, and instructional learning. The state paid Tulane $125,000 a year to conduct the evaluation.

For Teachers of Three- and Four-Year-Olds

In contrast with the infant-toddler realm, programs that enroll children in their two years prior to kindergarten are far more likely to use observation-based assessment of teachers and classrooms. At least 26 states have established or are developing Quality Rating and Improvement Systems (QRIS) that require early childhood programs to undergo observation by trained professionals every one or two years. The rollout of QRIS has led, over the past several years, to trained observers entering thousands of state-funded pre-K and Head Start programs around the country armed with these instruments. But even in states that do not have statewide rating systems or are in the process of developing them, the use of observation tools is increasingly common. In Georgia, for example, the Department of Early Care and Learning is sending trained observers to administer the CLASS in all 4,200 classrooms that are part of the state-funded pre-K program.

The results from these myriad observations are making their way into professional development programs, and evidence is emerging of some promising effects on teaching. A recent study of 400 pre-K teachers in eight urban centers around the country showed that those using MTP improved the teachers’ instructional abilities significantly. The coaching within MTP led to improvements in developing concepts with young children, providing more detailed feedback about their achievements, and modeling the use
of language. Teachers gained in their ability to provide emotional support. It should be noted, however, that the study also turned up a small negative association between MTP coaching and the teachers’ focus on literacy.

Another model is Michigan’s Great Start program, where early educators across the state are taking courses and receiving on-site, one-on-one coaching that is informed, in part, by the use of two observation tools—the ELLCO for center-based programs and the CHELLO for child care provided in the homes of licensed providers. A study of 291 Great Start programs in four cities found no change in teacher knowledge, but significant improvement in teacher practice. Coaching seemed to make the critical difference, a finding confirmed by a replication of this study on different samples in six cities in Michigan.39

There’s always room for improvement, however, as shown in a different Great Start study that was designed to tease out the effects of coaching alone on teacher practice. This study looked at the online logs of coaches in 58 early childhood centers. The notes in those logs provided hints as to whether coaches were able to move teachers forward. After 10 coaching sessions in as many weeks, evaluations of the teachers using the ELLCO and the CHELLO revealed that the teachers had made some strides in improving the physical environment for reading and writing. But according to the logs, the teachers made no progress on improving their language and literacy instructional strategies. Additional investigation is needed into how to improve pedagogy.40

Observation-based professional development has also become an engine of change at the AppleTree Institute for Education Innovation in Washington, D.C., which runs a network of seven charter preschools. AppleTree has created a professional development system called the Quality Indicators (QI), which uses a home-grown observation tool that was designed to align with features of the CLASS, ELLCO, and the Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (which assesses how well teachers are able to engage with children who speak languages other than English). Each AppleTree campus is using Quality Indicators to provide feedback to teachers and center directors, and with the help of a $5 million federal grant and other funding, AppleTree is building the QI into a professional development system to be used by preschools around the country. So far, data confirms the tool’s validity: In a recent analysis of students’ performance on several assessments of language and literacy skills, the teachers with the highest QI scores were the ones whose students had the highest achievement scores.41

In addition to testing whether observation-based professional development changes teaching, researchers are also examining how much it could lead to positive changes in children’s achievement. Last year, researchers Amanda Williford and Andrew Mashburn, at the Center for Advanced Study of Teaching and Learning at the University of Virginia, examined the impact of mentoring and observation tools on children’s outcomes. They examined data from nearly 50 childcare and pre-K centers in Hampton Roads, Va., half of which were using mentors to help preschool teachers learn from their scores in the state’s rating system, which uses both the CLASS and ECERS observation tools. The study collected data from multiple teachers to arrive at scores for programs as a whole. Compared to programs that did not use mentors, Williford and Mashburn found that these programs scored higher on both the CLASS and ECERS after one or two years of intensive mentoring. The average score on the CLASS’s instructional support indicator rose from around 2.8 to 3.8 for centers that had two years of mentoring—still not close to the high range (7 is the highest possible score) but better than centers that received no assistance.42 More importantly, those centers graduated children who showed significant gains in language development and social-emotional skills compared to children in programs that did not use mentors.

Early childhood centers that used observation tools plus mentoring graduated children who showed significant gains in language development and social-emotional skills compared to children in programs that did not use mentors.

Advancing PreK-3rd Reforms
Observation-based professional development can also be embedded in larger and more comprehensive models for reforming public education. Standard measures of teaching quality are important for any reform effort that extends beyond one grade level. They allow administrators and teachers to compare teaching quality across grades vertically—from kindergarten to first grade, for example—
while also providing common terminology and goals, horizontally, for teachers within those grades. In fact, the use of reliable observation instruments holds promise for enhancing the effectiveness of instruction along the entire spectrum of PreK-12 education.

A growing number of initiatives around the country are using observation-based assessments to jump-start comprehensive changes across pre-kindergarten and the early grades. Examples can be found in schools in large cities such as Chicago and Boston, as well as peppered across states, including Hawaii, Michigan, and North Carolina. In each case, professional development starts with trained professionals conducting an observation of teachers in the classroom. Teachers receive the results of those observations during consultations with coaches and other professional development specialists, some of whom are assigned to specific teachers and charged with advising those teachers on new instructional approaches to try out in their classrooms.

### FirstSchool: A PreK-3rd Approach to Improving Instruction School-Wide

Instilling a culture of high-quality instruction for pre-K through third grade requires intensive collaborations among teachers, principals, and parents. The FirstSchool program based at the Frank Porter Graham (FPG) Child Development Institute at the University of North Carolina was designed to facilitate those collaborations by providing professional development that includes one-on-one coaching for teachers as well as assistance to principals. Over the past two years, eight schools in North Carolina and Michigan have signed up to be “FirstSchool” schools.

To assess teaching, FirstSchool uses a tool called the FirstSchool Snapshot, originally known as the Emerging Academic Snapshot.43 The tool captures information on how teachers use classroom time, with trained observers documenting the activities of four children, minute by minute, throughout an entire school day, coding for both the content (phonics, whole language, math, etc.) and the type of activity (small-group, whole group, outside play, etc). Observers also record how teachers interact with children—the extent to which they ask open-ended questions and encourage children to elaborate or the extent to which they respond harshly or irritably to children individually or in a group.

Trained observers do Snapshot assessments of every classroom in pre-K through the third grade at the beginning and end of the school year. The schools receive visits from assigned coaches and facilitators on a regular basis to talk with teachers, principals, and other staff members about the results of the Snapshot, provide ideas for more effective activities and classroom organization, and engage families in conversations about how their school could improve. FirstSchool also provides data to the schools from the CLASS, teacher and family surveys, and parent focus groups and helps schools examine the results to help determine next steps in meeting their goals. The data triggers discussions among teachers and principals, facilitated by coaches, about how to change what is happening in the classroom. In many cases, for example, the data has shown that students are getting few opportunities to demonstrate their learning and understanding verbally, graphically, or pictorially, or to engage in higher order thinking skills. Instead, large portions of the day are devoted to didactic instruction in whole group settings and transitions.

Snapshot results that might show a change in teachers’ practice are not yet available, but already teachers are exchanging their demands for “hands in your lap, and silence” for more flexibility in where and how children work, according to Sharon Ritchie, director of the FirstSchool project. Children are also given more opportunities for extended conversations, both socially and academically, which offer increased opportunities to use expressive language, build their vocabularies, and collaborate with peers. “We work to help educators think beyond traditional practices,” Ritchie said.
In the Boston Public Schools, for example, efforts are underway to improve the quality of instruction in pre-K and kindergarten classrooms. Jason Sachs, Boston’s director of early childhood education, has decided to put these classrooms under multiple microscopes to examine how teachers are doing and how classrooms and daily routines are set up. Every two years, classrooms are evaluated using observations gleaned from the CLASS, ELLCO, and ECERS, as well as through accreditation visits by the National Association for the Education of Young Children. The results tell Sachs what level of professional development is needed in each school.

In the next few years, educators expect to learn more about observation-based professional development from several PreK-3rd pilot projects. Administrators are already discovering that it can take years to prepare for school- and district-wide use. At the Farrington Complex in Honolulu—a site of nine elementary schools and 23 pre-K classrooms—officials are rolling out the use of the CLASS one grade-level at a time and are taking care to make sure that the teachers, and principals where possible, are trained in how the observation tools work before assessments are made. That way, said Kim Guieb-Kang, coordinator of the Farrington project, “teachers know what they are being observed for.” At some sites in Hawaii, teachers in pre-K and the early grades can get credits that lead to a salary boost for taking courses on the use of the CLASS. The courses require them to videotape their teaching, “score” themselves using the tool’s rubrics, share their videos with their peers to compare scores, and choose an area to improve. Teachers call the experience “eye-opening.” As one kindergarten teacher wrote in her portfolio after taking the course: “I am now more aware of how I teach and how I deliver the message across students.”

The next challenge is applying knowledge to practice. Coaching and other individualized professional development during the school year, accompanied by observations, are an integral part of the process. To ensure sustainability, school officials will have to regularly recruit and train observers, and test their reliability. In Hawaii, schools are tapping their consultant-type teachers, sometimes known as “resource teachers,” to become CLASS observers and provide advice based on the results they collect.

Results also stimulate conversations among teachers and principals about how to improve. During an annual meeting of pre-K and kindergarten teachers, for example, Sachs displayed data showing that only one-third of teachers were scoring in the middle-to-high range in the CLASS’s “instructional support” category. Why, he asked, was this happening? “We had a comprehensive discussion about the structure of school, the lack of time, the inability to sustain conversations with children,” Sachs said. “Some of the issues have to do with the way schools are set up and some of it has to do with the ways our teachers are thinking about children.” Sachs added that he has found NAEYC’s standards for accreditation, and the professional development required to meet them, to be the most effective method for promoting better teaching, particularly in kindergarten.
Rewarding Effective Teaching: Formal Evaluation

It’s one thing to talk about using observation-based tools to improve teaching. It’s quite another to rely on them for evaluations of teachers or programs that have “high stakes” attached. Educators are unnerved by the use of data to determine rewards and penalties, promotions and demotions—especially in child care, pre-kindergarten and kindergarten programs, which struggle to find sufficient funding to meet standards and pay for professional development. And yet policymakers need methods for prioritizing funding in publicly funded programs and supervisors need objective ways to identify effective teaching. Setting those priorities means establishing incentives for strong programs and high-quality teaching. Research has shown how much a child’s life trajectory can be altered by effective, well-designed early learning programs and good early elementary classrooms. The scarcity of public funding for early education demands that dollars be channeled to programs that ensure teachers are interacting with children in ways that give them the skills to thrive academically and socially during their school years and beyond.

Two different approaches to evaluation exist within the span of early education offerings for children from birth through 3rd grade. Within programs that serve children from birth to age 5, observation-based assessments of individual teachers are rarely conducted for personnel purposes. Instead, the results from formal observations of teachers are increasingly used to rate the programs where those teachers work, including pre-K and child care centers. Within kindergarten and the early grades, where teachers are not typically part of “programs” that can be evaluated, principals do conduct observations of teachers to make personnel decisions. The use of valid and reliable tools, however, is not common, and observations are rarely conducted by independent professionals who have been tested for their reliability as consistent raters.

Given these differences, creating a seamless system of evaluation in early education will be difficult, especially across the span of pre-K to third grade. The current state of flux in evaluating public schools and teachers adds to the challenge. As states develop new teacher-evaluation systems for their public schools, they need to grapple with how to do a better job of evaluating teachers in the earliest grades, and possibly in pre-K classrooms based in public schools. Meanwhile, at the beginning of the spectrum—in programs for children from birth to age 5—observation-based assessments of full programs have opened a Pandora’s box of new questions for policymakers about where to invest and how to ensure that low ratings do not stymie program efforts at improvement. As a national early childhood task force warned in 2007, “accountability requires great care.” A recent report from the Administration for Children and Family’s Office of Policy, Research and Evaluation put it this way: “If programs and teachers do not have confidence that they are being assessed fairly and consistently, the whole system will be undermined.”

In Settings for Children from Birth to Age Three

Extra care may be required in using observation instruments to evaluate birth-to-three settings where observation for professional development, much less evaluation, is not common. The majority of U.S. children under five with employed mothers are in home-based settings, where a caregiver may take care of multiple children at one time while also caring for his or her own children, or in less structured care provided by family, friends, and neighbors. Nearly half of all infants and almost 40 percent of toddlers are in a relative’s care at least once a week, with the majority of infants cared for by grandmothers, and only a third of infants and toddlers cared for by nonrelatives. Training and education levels among birth-to-three educators, especially the home-based, tend to be among the lowest in the field.

Today, evaluation of birth-to-three settings, if it happens at all, takes the form of self-assessment (required of programs funded through the federal Child Care Development Block Grant (CCDBG)), licensing inspections (which focus on health, safety, adult-child ratios, and other environmental elements, not teaching quality) or intensive third-party observation as part of a state’s Quality Rating and Improvement System.

The scarcity of public funding for early education demands that dollars be channeled to programs that ensure teachers are interacting with children in ways that give them the skills to thrive academically and socially during their school years and beyond.
State QRIS may offer the best opportunity for the use of valid and reliable observation tools to evaluate teaching and caregiving in infant and toddler settings. Twenty-one states now require infant-and-toddler programs to be evaluated as part of these systems. Most of these states use the Infant/Toddler Environmental Rating Scale (ITERS) and the Family Child Care Environmental Scale (FCCERS). But these tools are not enough. Educators worry that “the environmental rating scales don’t capture the teacher-child interactions that get to the heart of quality,” according to Diana Schaack, a researcher at San Francisco State University who evaluated Colorado’s QRIS and has examined the reliability of the ITERS in that high-stakes context. New instruments are emerging to fill the gap. Among them are the Infant and Toddler versions of the CLASS and the PARS. Others include the beta version of the Infant-Toddler PQA and the Quality of Caregiver-Child Interactions for Infants and Toddlers (Q-CCI), to be field-tested in 2012. For evaluation of child-caregiver interactions in family-based child care, programs are adopting the Child Care Assessment Tool for Relatives (CCAT-R) (see box below), and the Quality of Early Childhood Care Settings (QUEST).

The new tools are welcome, but no matter how advanced they become, policymakers shouldn’t see observation-based assessment as a silver bullet. High-stakes evaluations should always take into account multiple indicators. Consider staff turnover, a problem that is particularly acute within infant-and-toddler care. A recent study based on data from Colorado’s QRIS, for example, found significant movement among children and teachers in and out of classrooms, thwarting the kind of consistency and stability critical to the healthy development and early learning of infants and toddlers. This instability would not be captured by observing caregivers one or two times a year.

For Teachers of Three- and Four-Year-Olds

In settings for 3- and 4-year-olds, the use of observation instruments for evaluation purposes is becoming more common. In addition to being assessed under the QRIS systems that have been established in 26 states, pre-K

---

**In Hawaii, Evaluating a Program that Helps Grandparents and Parents Prepare Children for School**

An innovative program in Hawaii provides some insight into how formal evaluations can improve learning environments for very young children in family-based settings. The program, Tutu and Me, was created in 2001 as a school-readiness intervention in a state where a disturbingly high 40 percent of kindergartners entered school unprepared. Tutu, which means “grandparent” in Hawaiian, primarily serves children age 3 and under along with their caregivers, who are typically parents and grandparents. Program services, offered over a period of 11 months, include two-hour biweekly sessions in which these caregivers and children interact in a variety of activities, receiving mini-lectures on aspects of child development, access to caregiver resources, and assessments of how well their children are developing.

To determine the effectiveness of their program, officials at Tutu and Me approached the Institute of the Child Care Continuum at Bank Street College of Education, in New York City, to conduct an evaluation. Working collaboratively, the Hawaiian program and the institute chose to use the Child Care Assessment Tool for Relatives (CCAT-R). The institute provided training on the CCAT-R for program staff, who then integrated its use into ongoing program evaluation. The staff members received training on the CCAT-R using three videotaped observations and then, in conjunction with the institute, designed a study to measure changes in the quality of caregiver-child interactions before and after the caregivers participated in the program. The findings were mixed, but encouraging. While evaluators found little change in levels of caregiver nurturing, as well as ambivalence among non-parental caregivers about the child-rearing practices of the parents, scores for engagement increased, with caregivers scoring in the “good” range up from “acceptable.” Ratings increased for back-and-forth communication between the youngest children and their caregivers, which means that “the adults were talking to the children, engaged in activities with them and/or holding them, and the children were engaged with materials more than half the time.”

---
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and child care programs are often evaluated to earn additional stamps of approval. Preschools aiming for NAEYC accreditation undergo third-party observations of one hour per accreditation visit in multiple classrooms covering all ages. Some programs must go through a Program Quality Assessment (PQA) from the HighScope Educational Research Foundation that includes an hour-long observation with raters evaluating multiple measures of quality on a scale of 1 to 5. Teachers in Head Start, the federal preschool program for children in poverty, are accustomed to formal evaluations: Federal monitors arrive in Head Start centers every three years to review accounting books, personnel procedures, and the quality of classroom environments. Officials are now proposing that these observations be used to make decisions on which Head Start programs must compete for renewal of their grants. (See box below)

In PreK-3rd Reform
As in pre-K and child care settings, there is little sign that individual teachers in the PreK-3rd grades are being evaluated for hiring or firing based on results from valid, reliable observation measures. While PreK-3rd reform efforts—such as FirstSchool, the New Schools Project in Chicago and demonstration sites in Hawaii—are using teacher-observation instruments to guide professional development, administrators have not broached the possibility of using them for formal evaluation of teachers. At the program level, high-stakes evaluations are virtually non-existent, partly because of the disjointed structure of early education. Although the pre-K part of PreK-3rd reform efforts may be assessed under a state’s QRIS, the K-3 part falls under the aegis of public schools, which are not part of QRIS and do not typically invite professionals from outside of the school system to conduct periodic observations.

Even if PreK-3rd programs did invite third-party observers to watch teachers work, many questions remain about how the results from those observations could be used to make personnel decisions. Martha Zaslow, Director of the

Proposed Rules Would Lead to More High-Stakes Observations in Head Start
In 2007, with the reauthorization of the Head Start Act, Congress mandated that Head Start programs be reviewed using “a valid and reliable research-based observational instrument” that assesses multiple dimensions of teacher-child interactions. When the Obama Administration arrived, the Office of Head Start named the CLASS as its instrument of choice, and in 2009 teachers and directors began to be trained on how the tool works. A year later, as part of an effort to boost quality in Head Start programs, federal officials released a draft of regulations that would identify “low-performing” Head Start centers and require them to compete for renewal of their grants against other non-profit providers or school districts who want to run Head Start centers. Centers would be identified as “low-performing” if they received a score of 1 or 2 (out of 7) on one or more domains of the CLASS among other measures. Comments on this proposal flooded into the Office of Head Start, and as of this printing, final regulations had not yet been released. If the rules are finalized as written, high-stakes evaluations using CLASS scores will become an integral part of Head Start.
Office for Policy and Communications at the Society for Research in Child Development, and co-editor of *Quality Measurement in Early Childhood Settings*, cautions that most observation tools in early education were not designed to be used for high-stakes purposes. “We don’t have a clear consensus on the level or rating that would provide a clear dividing line between adequate and inadequate performance,” Zaslow said.

In only a few cases have school districts taken the step of including observational data collected not only by principals but by professionals who visit teachers’ classrooms several times a year.

And yet as states develop new systems for evaluating teachers in public schools, observation-based assessments are often named as one of many multiple measures that should be part of a teacher’s portfolio. Policymakers typically envision principals as the prime observers, paying little attention to the tools or rubrics principals may be using, not to mention their consistency and objectivity. In only a few cases have school districts taken the step of including observational data collected not only by principals but by professionals who visit teachers’ classrooms several times a year. One high-profile case is the District of Columbia. The public schools in Washington, D.C. are in the second year of using the IMPACT evaluation system, which includes five observations each year, three of which are conducted by “master educators” who have been trained to use the district’s observation tool. In 2011, the school district adapted its observation system for pre-K and kindergarten teachers to take into account “center time,” “morning meetings” and other parts of the daily routine that are not typical in later grades.

### The Potential to Enhance Teachers’ Effectiveness Throughout PreK-12 Education

Observation-based assessments of teaching are not the only way to identify, promote, and reward good teaching. The evidence of their power to help teachers improve, however, demands serious consideration among education policymakers. The use of observation-based tools in early education—especially in professional development programs that feature coaching or mentoring provides promising lessons for increasing the effectiveness of teachers across the PreK-12 spectrum.

These tools also have the potential to create some common ground among two seemingly distant camps, with education reformers on one side striving for more accountability among teachers, and educators on the other, wary of penalties applied to teachers whose students do not meet benchmarks of performance.

Too often, heated debates about teacher effectiveness rely on thin evidence about teacher performance and its impact on students. Evidence-based tools that capture teacher-student interaction can help to deepen the discourse, presenting new measures of teacher effectiveness that go beyond student test scores. Regardless of their position on evaluation systems, most education policy experts agree on the need for protocols that do not rely on student test scores alone. A recent paper issued by the Economic Policy Institute states that “although standardized test scores of students are one piece of information for school leaders to use to make judgments about teacher effectiveness, such scores should be only a part of an overall comprehensive evaluation.”

A Gates Foundation paper describing its large-scale Methods of Effective Teaching project makes a similar argument, recognizing that evaluation systems that use test scores alone cannot provide a full picture of what makes a good teacher and should not be “the exclusive proxy for effectiveness.” As the paper states, “They rarely take into account the full range of what teachers do or the context in which they teach.”

Most important, the use of observation tools can catalyze better teaching. Among practicing teachers, training that is directly connected to a teacher’s specific challenges in a specific classroom can spur an intrinsic desire to improve. Among “pre-service” programs for prospective teachers, these tools offer promise too. Education schools and other preparation programs have been criticized for their inability to produce teachers with the knowledge and practical experience to be effective in the classroom. Concerns about teachers’ training in child and adolescent development have also surfaced. In 2010, the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education released a landmark study, *The Road Less Traveled: How the Developmental Sciences Can Prepare Educators to Improve Student Achievement,*
which called upon education schools to do a better job of promoting understanding of how children develop and preparing teachers to build strong relationships with their students to improve school performance. One way to show teachers how those relationships are formed, and how to change their instruction to enhance those relationships, is to provide them with specific examples from their own teaching or the teaching practices of others.

Observation tools are already the subject of new research endeavors in the later grades. The Methods of Effective Teaching (MET) project is the most notable example. MET, which focuses on fourth grade and up, is a $45 million, multi-year initiative guided by experts at seven research universities, three non-profit organizations, and a few for-profit education researchers and consultants. Twenty-one teachers comprise an advisory panel. The project is designed to shine new light on the power and validity of six different observation instruments, the CLASS and the Framework for Teaching among them. One outcome of the MET project that could assist early childhood educators and public school teachers alike is a toolkit that will provide “advice and a process for training raters to make consistent observations of classroom practice.”

The power of observation can also be amplified through the use of video and online communication tools.

The MET project is testing the use of TEACHSCAPE REFLECT, a new video-capture system that uses a special camera to gather 360-degree images of action within a classroom. So far the camera has been used to capture more than 20,000 lessons in more than 3,000 classrooms across six states. The video comes with software based on the Framework for Teaching. Such tools could spur innovations in both professional development and evaluation as video technology is combined with coaching that centers on classroom observations.

The Goal: Integrating Professional Development with Formal Evaluation

Educators and administrators typically talk about professional development and performance evaluation as if they were two separate systems. They are, in fact, integrally connected. Professional development may not pack much power if it isn't connected to assessments of teachers' performance. Officials at the Office of Head Start, for example, made a point of choosing the CLASS as a tool for both evaluating programs and providing a structure for professional development. Bridget Hamre, co-author of the CLASS, says that the tool has “gained traction” in part because it is seen as a serious instrument that can have a direct impact on the way a teacher's work is perceived by supervisors. On the flip side, to assess teachers without helping them improve is to ignore the classroom realities that teachers face. Jack McCarthy of AppleTree saw this firsthand when his institute first introduced its Quality Indicators tool to teachers and administrators. “The resounding feedback was, we don’t know what to do with this. What's the next step?” he said.

A more connected system would include a continuous feedback loop of observation-based assessments, coaching, implementation of new strategies, and more observation. Moreover, better links between professional development programs and high-stakes evaluations would ensure that common standards of good teaching are at the core of efforts to help teachers improve as well as decision-making about rewarding particular programs or teachers. The evolution of Quality Rating and Improvement Systems (QRIS) represents an attempt to make these links. Moving beyond the “R” for ratings, states are striving to implement concurrent professional development systems that reflect the “I” for improvement.

The integration of professional development and evaluation is especially important in PreK-3rd reform efforts, where teachers are steeped in different cultures, one ruled by the tenets of early child development, the other by the demands of a public school system increasingly under scrutiny. Forging connections between professional development and evaluation, as well as collaborative training across the PreK-3rd spectrum, can help to overcome feelings of division. When teachers in early childhood programs and at different grade levels are encouraged to “speak the same language” as they talk about improving instruction and evaluation according to similar benchmarks, they may begin to see themselves as in the same boat, working together under the same set of expectations.
Conclusion
Teacher effectiveness will continue to be at the core of education reform across the full spectrum of a child’s early experiences and later schooling. There is an urgent need to build a sustainable and robust system of professional development and evaluation that provides teachers with objective measures and the individualized feedback they need to become better at their work. Valid and reliable observation tools that focus on teacher-child interactions should become one of the building blocks for this system. Without a focus on improving interactions—without an emphasis on fostering the deep back-and-forth communication about concepts and skills that leads to learning—children will be at risk of experiencing inconsistent and often mediocre instruction, and achievement gaps will remain. Closing those gaps will require policies that do a much better job of identifying, promoting, and rewarding good teaching.

Recommendations
To provide children with engaging learning experiences and high-quality instruction across the age spectrum, from birth through third grade and on into their later school years, policymakers should embrace the use of research-based tools for observing teachers and other professionals who work with children. These tools pinpoint how teachers and other professionals can improve their interactions with children to promote their social-emotional and cognitive growth. They are also essential pieces of an evidence-based approach to ensuring that public investments in education are directed to supporting and promoting teachers who are most effective at engaging children in learning and fostering their success.

To move to a new paradigm centered on fair and reliable measurement of teachers’ actual practice will require changes in policies across multiple levels of government and among myriad decision-makers. Regardless of who is making the policy, however, we offer five general guidelines:

1. Identification of effective teaching in infant-and-toddler care and across the PreK-12 spectrum—whether in teacher-preparation programs, in-service professional development programs, or personnel evaluation systems—should include results from valid and reliable observations of teachers interacting with children.

2. Observation tools for assessing good teaching should be aligned with standards and assessments across children’s ages and grade levels so that teachers and professionals in one setting, such as a pre-kindergarten classroom, are able to “speak the same language” and share values related to high-quality teaching with teachers and professionals in another setting, such as a kindergarten or first-grade classroom.

3. Policymakers and educators in infant-and-toddler care and across the PreK-12 spectrum (including administrators in all settings) should receive training in the purposes and implications of observation-based assessments as well as how to interpret the data from those assessments fairly to improve interactions between children and the adults helping them learn.

4. Professional development and high-stakes evaluations of programs and individual teachers should be aligned to ensure that all teachers’ trainings and evaluations are based on common definitions of effective teaching; if used in high-stakes evaluations, valid and reliable observation tools for assessing teachers should also be at the core of programs to help them improve.

5. Researchers should continue to develop and improve observation tools for identifying effective teaching, with attention given to English language learners and the association between specific teaching practices and children’s outcomes in different academic subjects and across multiple domains, including social-emotional and cognitive growth.

We also recommend the following steps be taken at various levels of government, among researchers and educators, and within higher education institutions and professional development initiatives.

The federal government should:

1. Fund large-scale research and implementation projects that use teacher observation tools for evaluation and professional development; require those projects to include reports of associations between
particular aspects of teachers’ practice and children’s outcomes.

2. Encourage states, local school districts, Head Start and other early childhood programs to use valid and reliable teacher observation tools in the development of evaluation and improvement systems.

3. Highlight and reward states, local school districts, Head Start and other early childhood programs that employ those tools to promote alignment of professional standards between early childhood settings and public schools.

4. Highlight and reward states, local school districts, Head Start and other early childhood programs that use those tools to integrate the formal evaluation of teachers and programs with ongoing, effective professional development.

5. Favor strong examples of the use of teacher-observation tools in grants and appropriations to teacher preparation programs and professional development providers across the PreK-12 spectrum.

Local educators and leaders (including school district leaders, principals, and directors of early childhood programs) should:

10. Participate in training on the use of observation tools to gain a greater understanding of the types of interactions and classroom strategies that foster learning.

11. Give teachers and caregivers opportunities to be observed and assessed using valid and reliable tools, provide them with access to assessment results and videos of their practice, and make time for them to work with professionals who can provide research-based strategies for improvement using those assessments.

Teacher-preparation programs should:

12. Customize coursework and clinical experiences for prospective teachers to familiarize them with observation tools, teaching strategies that enhance teacher-child interactions, and the importance of reflecting on one’s own teaching.

13. Require prospective teachers to be observed and assessed using valid and reliable tools, provide those teachers with access to assessment results and videos of their practice, and provide research-based strategies for improvement using those assessments.
Developers of professional development initiatives should:

14. Use valid and reliable observation tools to customize interventions for teachers; develop models that provide teachers with ongoing, individualized support and feedback based on assessment with observation tools.

Researchers should:

15. Study the validity and reliability of existing observation tools in multiple settings and with children of varying backgrounds, including English language learners.

16. Continue to develop observation tools based on the latest findings in science about how children’s interactions with adults affect their learning.

17. Expand research to include teacher aides, assistant teachers, directors, principals, and other administrators in the public schools, as well as professionals in multiple types of child care settings, to identify what is needed to improve adults’ interactions with children.
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